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FROBERGER
is recognized by
HE MUS
IC OF
OB FRO
BERGER is
scholars and musicians to be of significant artistic achieve
achievement and historical interest. Yet, with the possible excep
exception of the suites, few modern-day performances of his music
are likely to be heard for several reasons:
reasons: the music does not
fulfill the requirement of easy and accessible listening; the
music lacks a certain superficial brilliance; or the proper in
instruments are unavailable so that the music cannot be heard in
its most authentic language. The most important reason,
reason, how
however, is our own lack of understanding of the correct perfor
performance style which prevents the beauty and
and meaning
meaning of
of his
his
music from being conveyed.11 The following letter from Princess
Sybilla,
Sybilla, Froberger's patroness during his final years,
years, to
to ConConstantin Huygens, an international diplomat and connoisseur, il
illustrates that Froberger himself felt that not even his contem
contemporaries could unlock the secrets of his art:
art:
[Froberger'sl noble
His [Froberger's]
noble compositions I [Sybilla]
[Sybilla) am treasuring so much,
that II cannot and do not want, as long as I live, to give them out of my
hands, the more so as I have
have promised him
him so frequently upon his request,
request ,
not to give anybody anything of them, or if II would ever give anybody
something, it should be from the first two opera;
opera ; the other things II wa
wass to
keep with myself; II know, of course, that he has loved Herr Chevalier
Huygens dearly, and that he would not have liked to refuse something,
therefore II shall with pleasure copy something of his compositions
compos1t1ons and
himif II only knew which of his pieces he already pos
send to him
—if
possesses - but on this condition that they would not become known
sesses-but
generally, as he often had said to me
me that many
many did as if his compositions
were theirs,
theirs , and did not know anyway what to do with them,
them , but
but only
spoilt them, and so he did not like his pieces to reach other people's
2
2
hands.
hands.
BIOGRAPHY
Details of Froberger's life are shrouded in darkness due to a
lack of verifiable historical information.33 He
He was born, according
to the baptismal record, on
on May 19,1616,
Germany,
19, 1616, in Stuttgart,
Stuttgart, Germany,
where he grew up in
in the socially and politically unstable
unstable climate
climate
of the Thirty Years War. He was appointed court organist to the
Holy Roman Emperor in 1637, and later that same year he re
requested and received permission to travel to Italy to study with
Frescobaldi. Froberger returned to Vienna in 1641,
1641, a period
which marks the beginning of an international career as a key
keyboard virtuoso with frequent trips throughout Europe. The final
years of his life were spent at the private estate of Princess
Hericourt, near Montb6liard,
Sybilla of H6ricourt,
Montbeliard, in eastern France. He
died at Hericourt in May of 1667,
1667, and is buried not
not far
far from
from
Montbeliard.

STYLISTIC CONSIDERATIONS
Froberger's extant toccatas may be divided into two
categories based on stylistic characteristics: toccatas in
in the
the
elevation style; and sectional toccatas which result from the
alternation of free and strict writing.
Froberger's close stylistic affinity with Italian keyboard music
is particularly evident in the elevation toccatas, pieces which
were used in the Catholic liturgy to create
create a
a mystical
mystical and
and
ethereal mood for the consecration of the bread
bread and
and wine.
wine. The
The
roots of this type of toccata antedate the intabulated madrigal
and are found in the Italian adaptation of Spanish Renaissance
Renaissance
lute music. The elevation toccatas are also related to early
Neapolitan keyboard pieces written by Trabaci
Trabac1 and Mayone in
the durezze e ligature style, where chains
chains of suspensions and
and
dissonances create a highly chromatic texture.
texture Finally,
Finally, these
these
pieces are also reminiscent of the harmonic and chromatic ex
experimentat ion found in the early Baroque madrigal.
perimentation
madrigal.
Froberger's elevation toccatas illustrate his assimilation of
certain aspects of Frescobaldi's
Frescobaldi 's style, particularly the writtenwrittenout trill as an organizational motive.
motive.'4
42
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Even though this
in
in most keyboard music of the
the
I figure is evident
I
period, it is an essential feature in Frescobaldi's
toc
Frescobald i's elevation
elevation toe·
catas
cat as from the Fiori
Fior, musicali,
musicalt, and in his two books of
of toccatas.
toccatas
The elevation toccatas exhibit Froberger's most expressive
express1v~ and
a~d
personal writing: the sudden harmonic shifts and chromatic
chromatic!in
flections produce a very dramatic effect. Anal
Analysis
ysi s reveals an in
in- 1
cipient diatonic harmonic practice
tem I Exan
practice through
throug~ the
th e use
use of
?f sys
systemat1c chord progressions, even though an improvisational
atic
1mprov1sat1on~I stye
stye
pervades
pervades these
these pieces.
pieces Toccata
Toccata VI
VI is
is representative
representative of01
Froberger's
Froberger's best writing in the elevation style.
styl e. The
The frequent
melodic passages and exotic harmonic treatment create
cre~te aa
lyrical and expressive composition that demands the
the ultimate
ultima~e Bra
sensitivity from the performer.
performer Its
Its intimate and
and romantic ant
anc
qualities reveal a very personal style that may indicate
why Iha
indicate w.hY
Froberger was so reluctant to share his compositions wit
with ant
anc
others.
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Froberger's
severa' free , due
Froberger's sectional
sectional toccatas
toccatas are
are derived
derived from
from ~eve
I
ferent
ferent sources;
sources, however,
however, the
the use
use of
of contrasting
contrasting sections
section~ 0of toe· Th
and
writing continues
and strict
strict writing
continues the
the tradition
tradition of
of the
the Venelian
Venetian orn· co'
catas of
The toccatas
^c~ice;
of Gabrieli
Gabrieli and
and Merulo.
Merulo. The
toccatas contain
contai~ man
jce;
many
Nr
ev '
positional
positional techniques:
techniques. the
the trill
trill motive
motive as
as organizational
organizational ddework
~
a vocal-polyphonic
writing;; rapid passage
vocal -polyphonic style of chordal writing
passage
0111
with abrupt terminations.
t rminations .
1ns
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Example
XVIII, mm.
Exampl 3. Toccata XV/fl,
mm . 33-34.
33- 34.
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cant:
dramatic boldness of the free material is neatly
the dramatic
cant: the
balanced
the logical simplicity of the imitative writing, and in
by the
balanced by
most
satisfying sense of architectural symmetry results
a satisfying
cases a
most cases
from the
lternation of
of contrasting material. The architectural
the aalternation
from
ramifications
for they represent the precursors of
important, for
are important,
ramifications are
and praeludia of the North German organists,
toccatas and
late toccatas
the late
. the
as
e early organ works of J.S. Bach.
the
as th
well as
as well
Most
cholars have
have accepted the concept that the "free" or
Most sscholars
imnonimitative
ections in the toccatas are the result of an im
nonimitative ssections
provisatory
actice. Murray
Murray Bradshaw in his book, The Origins
practice.
provisatory pr
ofof th
ata, however,
however, states that Froberger's toccatas are
Toccata,
thee Tocc
the
a different practice:55 the use of the "ideal
of a
culmination of
the culmination
The concept means that a segment of
technique. The
firmus" technique.
cantus firmus"
[ cantus
inaudible- prochant,
lly a
tone- often inaudible-pro
Gregorian psalm tone-often
a Gregorian
usually
chant, usua
structure of the free sections.
the structure
for the
model for
vides aa model
[ vides
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Froberger's sectional toccatas ex
in Froberger's
segments in
imitative segments
The imitative
sechibit
Germanic predilection for counterpoint, and these sec
the Germanic
hibit the
tions
logically organized than in corresponding Italian
more logically
are more
tions are
works.
monothematic treatment of an imitative figure and
The monothematic
works. The
the
of the variation principle to unify the different
application of
the application
conimitative
illustrate compositional features of the con
sections illustrate
imitative sections
temporary
The imitative sections contain frefre
canzona. The
keyboard canzona.
temporary keyboard
quent
oticeable lack of
repetitions of a motive, and a nnoticeable
simple repetitions
quent simple
episodic
development. Even though the imitative writing in
episodic development.
Froberger's
sectional toccatas cannot be compared with the
Froberger's sectional
brilliance
fugue, these sections provide an excellent
Bach fugue,
a Bach
of a
brilliance of
counterbalance
the rhapsodic and dramatic writing found in
to the
counterbalance to
the free sections.
EDITIONS
Is preserved in
Most
Froberger's extant keyboard music is
of Froberger's
Most of
three
of Viennese provenance which are dedicated
manuscripts of
three manuscripts
to
I, rulers of the Holy Roman Empire.
and Leopold I,
Ill and
Ferdinand III
to Ferdinand
The
beautifully copied and illustrate the use of
are beautifully
toccatas are
The toccatas
Italian
keyboard tablature:
tablature: a six-line staff for the right hand and
Italian keyboard
notaa
or eight-line staff for the left hand. This type of nota
seven-line or
a seven-line
tion
the stylus phantasticus, a term used by
represents the
tion represents
mid-seventeenth-century
Athanasius Kircher,
Kircher, an important mid-seventeenth-century
Athanasius
scholar:

style. bizarre, quasi-unformed,
The
phantasticus, or improvisatory style:
stylus phantasticus,
The stylus
irregular
daring in harmony, only conceivable on the
and daring
texture and
in texture
irregular in
keyboard,
and - really-conceived out of the keyboard. The form of this
keyboard, and-really-conceived
notastyle
toccata. And, there being no voice-leading making score nota
the toccata.
1s the
style is
11
tablature ... ."
tion
its notation is the so-called Italian tablature...
possible, its
tion possible,

the
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the
to
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hY
Cabez6n are the direct stylistic
of Cabezdn
falsobordone of
the falsobordone
at the
ii 'hat
ancestors
the Venetian intonations and toccatas.88
of the
ancestors of
^e
application
' FThe application of the ideal cantus firmus theory to
somewhat problematic because the
1s somewhat
toccatas is
r?~erger's toccatas
( Froberger's
'9inal ps
alm-tone pitches
pitches are often neither audible nor prespsalm-tone
• 0ror'f'nat
®n',band
and the
extraction of
of a
a specific psalm tone appears at times
the extraction
( ~n
pro'°
somewhat arbitrary.
theory, nevertheless, is a pro
This theory,
arbitrary. This
vo bee_somewhat
bative,
even radical,
departure from the traditional view which
~adical, departure
ocative, even
5s
yQgests
at improvisation
Improv1sation alone is the inspiration for these
that
~ggests th
Pieces.
( Pieces.
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his treatment
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treatment of the style bris£
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the style
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supply, in
hat supply,
t_
r~gisters that
distrib registers
pro•
notes pro
the notes
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various registers,
the various
over the
fashion over
arbitrary fashion
in arbitrary
duced ~ ed in
, distributed
duced
th eir composite
a
strand
sound.
>,
vv/iupwouc
M y I 11 H a
VsVSIIIll
IUWUO ouanu
v/i ovunu.
sound .'
of
strand of
continuous
a continuous
rhythm
composite Irhythm
The lr_n> their

Widespread popularity
of the
bris6 even
penetrated the
even penetrated
style brise
the style
popularity of
con:idespread
^
music:
organ music:
of organ
realm of
ervative realm
1, servative
,,ot Only

C'y
e numerous
lute and clavecin music
French lute
from French
ornaments from
numerous ornaments
were
bodily t wer
ranS'erre<*to "1e or9an- but even the style bris6,, the very opposite
°ftru"
br,s
ed to the or an, but even
01 lrue ~~nsferr.
0r
an
® 9 idiom.
The transfer
demonstr tes
a lute idiom demonstrates
organ of a
the _organ
to the
transfer to
idiom . The
1n ssriectagan
, 'n
c,acu
ar
con•
' fashion
th re was a conin Baroque music there
whenev r in
that whenever
fa~h!on that
llictc).bet cular
\ fli
con •
sirio. !,ween 'be
an instrument, stylistic conand that of an
style and
of aa style
1d1om of
the idiom
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5rA °berger probably acquired an appreciation for the style
Fr
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ench lutenists who were active in Germany, or from
Wn contacts with Chambonni6res and
iInnpPari~
conta?ts with Chambonnieres and Louis Couperin while
sty|
'bere
no supportive
his adaptation of the
for his
evidence for
supportive evidence
1s no
ere is
t '' th
style riS
th e ~e.yb_
Loui
Aboard.
Fuller has even suggested that
sp
David Fuller
o ard. David
Louis~
coul
transferring lute style to keyboard
in transferring
n ter~st in
1_
houpenn s interest
could Couperin's
CCoupe
Qu have
Frob rger.•9 (Although the Louis
by Froberger.
insp1r d by
b en inspired
_ave been
„*
Perm
b en comhave been
could have
non could
dated, none
b dated,
cannot be
Preludes cannot
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as ear|y as 1652, when Froberger visited Paris.)
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Paris.} The
foi|
when
0w
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fo110winas
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ediThe
represents important twentieth-century edi
list represents
following list
The following
tions
Froberger's music which contain toccatas:
of Froberger's
tions of
der Tonkunst
(Denk maier der
OrgelAdler (DenkmSler
Klavierwerke. Edited by Guido M\er
und Klavierwerke.
Orgel· und
in
Vol. IV,
1; Vol. VI, Pt. 2; Vol. X, Pt. 2). Vienna: Artaria,
Pt. 1;
IV, Pt.
Osterreich, Vol.
,n Osterreich,
1897-1903."
1897-1903. 12
Organ
(Organum, Series IV, Vol. 11).
Max Seiffert (Organum,
by Max
Edited by
Works. Edited
Organ Works.
Rudolf
Capncci. Edited by Rudolf
Toccaten,
R,cercan, Canzonen und Capricci.
Fantas,en, Ricercari,
Toccaten, Fantasien,
AltOtting:
Walter
Barocks, Band VII). AltOtting:
Orgelmeister des Barocks,
(S0ddeutsche Orgelmeister
Walter (Suddeutsche
1967.
Alfred Coppenrath, 1967.
(Le
Oeuvres
clavecin, Vol. 1. Edited by Howard Schott {Le
pour clavecin,
completes pour
Oeuvres completes
pupitre series). Paris:
Heugel, 1977.
Paris: Heugel,
pupitre

Adler's edition
Froberger's complete works marks the revival
of Froberger's
edition of
Adler's
twenof
Froberger's music at the beginning of the twen
in Froberger's
interest in
of interest
tieth
Seiffert's edition of ten pieces is reprinted by
century. Seiffert's
tieth century.
Kalmus;
unfortunately, most of the toccatas are omitted from
Kalmus; unfortunately,
this
Walter's 1967 edition of selected works is reliable
edition. Walter's
this edition.
and
recommended for its visual clarity and accuracy of detail;
is recommended
and is
In both
however,
many excellent
toccatas are also not included. In
excellent toccatas
however, many
the
editions the music contains very few
Walter editions
and Walter
Adler and
the Adler
discrepancies
notes when compared with some of the
in notes
discrepancies in
legibilioriginal
probably due to the high degree of legibili
manuscripts, probably
original manuscripts,
ty
the original
sources. The main differences, however, are
original sources.
In the
ty in
Walter's
lines to indicate both measure lines and
broken lines
of broken
use of
Walter's use
tied
somewhat arbitrary use of accidentals.
Adler's somewhat
and Adler's
notes, and
tied notes,
Heugel,
firm, has recently released
French publishing firm,
the French
Heugel, the
Volume II of
new complete edition of Froberger's music.
a new
of a
Volume
Howard
the editor of the new Froberger publication,
Schott, the
Howard Schott,
states
the Preface
that the preparation of the edition is based
Preface that
in the
states in
almost
con
entirely on the three Viennese holographs. Volume II conalmost entirely
In
I-XII in
tains
Toccatas l-XII
which correspond to Toccatas
toccatas which
twelve toccatas
tains twelve
{1649) in both Adler
JI (1649)
Adler's edition.
edition. The
The comparison
comparison of Toccata II
Adler's
Iland
with a
microfilm copy of the manuscript il
a microfilm
editions with
Schott editions
and Schott
In
lustrates
closer adherence to original sources: in
Schott's closer
lustrates Schott's
measure
41, Schott
faithfully transcribes Froberger's indication
Schott faithfully
measure 41,
of
shift in white notation; however, Adler
proportional shift
o,t aa ^~ proportional
transforms
into 1|, and then employs modern rhythmic concon
the~5 Into
transforms the
ventions
accommodate the adjustment. Schott's edition,
to accommodate
ventions to
Imtherefore,
provides a
appreciation for the proportional im
better appreciation
a better
therefore, provides
plications
these sections and the surrounding
between these
plications between
passages
passages written in C time.
tocThe
table collates four editions of Froberger's toc
following table
The following
toccatas
catas,
indication of recommended toccatas.
an indication
includes an
and includes
catas, and
ed1t1on
in Adler's edition
found in
Leonhardt
suggests that all 25 toccatas found
Leonhardt suggests
should
considered authentic works for the following
be considered
not be
should not
Toe
and Toc
reasons:
XXII is
XVI, and
1s a duplication of Toccata XVI,
reasons: Toccata XX//
catas
XXIII-XXV should
should be attributed to Pachelbel rather than
catas XXJIJ-XXV
13
Froberger
basis of stylistic considerations.13
the basis
on the
FroberQer on

1,
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FROBERGER
FROBERG ER'S
TOCCATAS
Adler

Schott (Vol. 1)
I)

**
•• Toccata 1I
··Toccata
II
**
Toccata II
Toccata III
Ill
Toccata IV
Toccata V
Toccata VI
··Toccata
**
Toccata VII
Toccata VIII
VIII
Toccata IX
IX
Toccata X
Toccata XI
**
• • Toccata XII
Toccata XIII
Toccata XIV
Toccata XV
Toccata XVI
Toccata XVII
• • Toccata XVIII
**
Toccata XIX
Toccata XX
Toccata XXI
Toccata XXII (duplicates
XVI)
Toccata XXIII (Pachelbel?)
Toccata XXIV (Pachelbel?)
(Pachelbel?)
Toccata XXV (Pachelbel?)

1I (1649)
II (1649)
II
III
Il l (1649)
IV (1649)
(1649)
V (1649)
(1649)
VI (1649)
1I (1656)
II
II (1656)
III
Ill (1656)
IV
IV (1656)
(1656)
V
V (1656)
(1656)
VI (1656)
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His Music;
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